Cupids in training

Taking advantage of the last week before Valentine's Day, some of the men and women who have been engaged throughout the year are beginning to plan their special nights. The Iowa City schools would like to encourage their students to be thoughtful, thoughtful, thoughtful in their actions as they plan their dates, and to remember that Valentine's Day is a time for romance, not just for giving gifts.

Crandon: Study school closings

By Sharon Daveski

The Iowa City Community School Board voted Monday night to close the Iowa City High School to high school students and to recommend the Iowa City Junior High School to the Board of Education for closure. The recommendation was made by the Iowa City High School principal, Rusty Beneke, in response to the Board of Education's request for a study of school closings.

In order to maintain a minimum of 120 students in each school, the Board of Education recommended that Iowa City High School be closed to high school students and that Iowa City Junior High School be closed to junior high school students. The Board of Education also recommended that the Iowa City High School be closed to elementary school students and that the Iowa City Junior High School be closed to middle school students.

The Iowa City schools could save $14,500.00 in state school aid if they close the schools as recommended.

Iowa men and women's teams were engaged in various competitions, those three were having a surprising time of their own.

Cronin: Study school closings

By Jim Prange

Iowa City Community School Board has decided to create a study committee to look into the possibility of closing some of its schools. The study will be conducted by the Iowa City School District, and will be headed by Dr. John Smith, who is currently serving as the Iowa City School District's superintendent.

The study will be conducted to determine if closing some of the city's schools is necessary. The study will also look into the possibility of closing some of the city's schools to save money. The study will be conducted by the Iowa City School District, and will be headed by Dr. John Smith, who is currently serving as the Iowa City School District's superintendent.

Increase in gas and oil prices

torough Cambus decisions

By Lynda Butler

The Iowa City Community School Board has decided to increase the price of gas and oil for transportation. The increase will be $1.00 per gallon for gas and $0.50 per gallon for oil.

The increase in gas and oil prices will be reflected in the transportation budget, which is funded by the Iowa City School District. The budget for transportation is currently $500,000.00.

The increase in gas and oil prices will also be reflected in the transportation budget, which is funded by the Iowa City School District. The budget for transportation is currently $500,000.00.

The increase in gas and oil prices will also be reflected in the transportation budget, which is funded by the Iowa City School District. The budget for transportation is currently $500,000.00.

Partnership offer was rejected by downtown development firm
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Five reckless driving charges filed against Iowa man City

By Benjamin Thomas

A 23-year-old Iowa City man was charged with five counts of reckless driving after allegedly driving crosswalls and objects and several other traffic violations.

Last fall Ray ordered two cuts in state school aid to district proposals.

But Karagan said the funds should not be used to gain $275,000 and $308,000 in state school aid under a plan that would raise $275,000 and $308,000 in state school aid under a plan that would raise $275,000 and $308,000 in state school aid.

The district has imposed a freeze on hiring and additional state money would be available under the "90 percent solution" that the district supports.

The five Democrats - M. Copeland, D.Mo., John J. Lapetina, 19, Troy Wolf, 19, Ralph Lucas, 19, with the job of allowing you to grow at training program.

The district has imposed a freeze on hiring and additional state money would be available under the "90 percent solution" that the district supports.

"I would just never see the county go to student fees, since I do not support charging students here," he said.

If the district passes the legislation, "It wouldn't count on the $146,000 and $146,000 in state school aid under a plan that would raise $275,000 and $308,000 in state school aid.
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The district has imposed a freeze on hiring and additional state money would be available under the "90 percent solution" that the district supports.

"I would just never see the county go to student fees, since I do not support charging students here," he said.

Monday, February 9, 1981 — Iowa City, Iowa

FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOPS

Questions & Answers

February 10, 1981

The UI Office of Student Financial Aid will hold a workshop Tuesday, February 19, in the Indiana Union. There will be two sessions from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. and from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. These sessions will provide information about the 1981-82 Financial Aid Form and application process. Required forms, dates and deadlines, and general information about financial aid will be discussed. The changes in financial aid procedures due to the Education Amendments of 1980 will be outlined. Representatives from the Financial Aid Office will be available for individual questions and concerns. Workshops are also scheduled for the following dates: February 12 and March 3. Times and places will be advertised later.

You've Come A Long Way, Baby

March 23, 1938

Merrell Johnson made the first deposit in the S.U. Hospital Physicians' Credit Union.

January 7, 1981

Merrell Johnson made the first deposit in the University of Iowa Credit Union's new 24-Hour Automated Teller machine with his CU 24 Card.

Bonnie Klimek, Membership Services Supervisor, demonstrates the new Credit Union Automated Teller at Merrell Johnson, the Credit Union's first depositor.

If you're a Credit Union Member, come join Merrell and 14,000 other Credit Union Members. Use your CU 24 Card to:

Make Deposits
Make Withdrawals
From Savings
Share Draft Accounts
Make Transfers
Between Accounts

CU 24 — Available 24 hours per day, 7 days a week.

Presslie said the freeze will "not only affect the company overall but also the other business in the area."
Students form regional network to unify nationwide movements

Holly Beal

City representatives from 13 "nationwide college -dailies" decided to form a regional network to improve communication and foster greater unity among student movements in the United States.

The main issues discussed at the conference were the political situation, the student situation, the political situation, and the political situation. The main object of the conference was to establish a regional network to improve communication and foster greater unity among student movements in the United States. The group decided to form a regional network to improve communication and foster greater unity among student movements in the United States.
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Social Security ripe for reform but guarded by powerful lobbies

Germond & Wilcower

WASHINGTON — The impending Congress in Dover. Social Security experts say that, "If Congress gets off to a bad start, the Social Security system in the late 1980s, may run out of general revenues."

Senators from both the Senate and the House are expected to introduce legislation this year to address the problem of Social Security's projected shortfall.

The most widely discussed proposal is that Social Security benefits be reduced in some way. But Congress is likely to face strong opposition to any such plan from powerful lobby groups representing retired workers and their families.

The Social Security Administration, which oversees the program, projects a shortfall of $72 billion by the year 2000. The shortfall would come from increased taxes, reduced benefits, or a combination of both.

The most likely scenario is a combination of increased taxes and reduced benefits. But the benefits could be cut in a variety of ways, such as reducing or eliminating cost-of-living adjustments, or phasing out the retirement age.

Early action is needed to prevent the Social Security system from running out of money. If Congress does not act soon, the system could face financial difficulties in the late 1980s.

The Social Security Administration has proposed a variety of options to address the shortfall. The most popular proposal is to increase the tax rate on Social Security benefits. This would increase the amount of money available for the program.

Another option is to reduce the amount of money available for the program. This could be done by reducing the benefits paid to retired workers, or by phasing out the retirement age.

The Social Security Administration has also proposed a variety of other options, such as increasing the tax rate on Social Security benefits, or phasing out the retirement age.

The Social Security Administration has also proposed a variety of other options, such as increasing the tax rate on Social Security benefits, or phasing out the retirement age.
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The Social Security Administration has also proposed a variety of other options, such as increasing the tax rate on Social Security benefits, or phasing out the retirement age.
**Troubles give Chrysler advantage**

DETROIT (UPI) — Millions of dollars and a boost by workers, suppliers and creditors keep Chrysler Corp. alive today, giving the automaker a clear cost advantage over its major competitors by the end of the year, analysts said today.

The threatened 1981 strike by the United Auto Workers Union, which threatened to paralyze the American automobile industry, was averted in mid-December and the financial consequences will help sustain the No. 3 automaker from Detroit, making the company a "magnet" of $300 million per car and truck in anticipated sales by September 1982.

DOUGLAS COUNTY

By Garry Trudome

The News-Herald of the county is a stop-gap, open, airy and trim little tabloid. Its soft colors are like a breath of fresh air, its typeface is easy on the eye, its stories are well written. The masthead is set in 12pt. Old Style Century, with a very small 9pt. serif face, for a clean, professional look. The News-Herald,美学

---

**Reagan economics: Cuts in taxes force reduced federal spending**

By Donald H. Marlowe

Interim Secretary of Education William J. Bennett said working with parent groups, school boards and the federal government on school closings, establishing dates for school closings, establish dates for staff reductions is a part of the economic package as a measure to cut federal spending.

"Our goal is to provide a system that is conducive to using committees," Bennett said. "This will allow the board to approve proposals, a $600 billion the government is slated to take in the next fiscal year.

The News-Herald of the county is a stop-gap, open, airy and trim little tabloid. Its soft colors are like a breath of fresh air, its typeface is easy on the eye, its stories are well written. The masthead is set in 12pt. Old Style Century, with a very small 9pt. serif face, for a clean, professional look. The News-Herald,美学
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Jesse Bromsen was getting by howling. The largest of which endangered and if they understand their band or a rolled-up newspaper, Bromsen and shepherds than I come mistake of disciplining them just like responsibility - that if it’s let loose, people hobby by purchasing wolves from other game breeders or from zoos.

I’m noticeably more scared of Dobermans reason. I tum away one-third of the people that be screens potential customers carefully,jectiog

sion figures, Bromsen is one of I think about going Outside

his wolf. The creature started limping on its other leg, troubled adults, said the wolf has an

HE WANTED to get something that was endangered and try to propagage it to keep the species going. "I Bromsen said.

Bromsen, a part-time counselor at two universities, runs a small wolf-ranch 20 miles south of Kalona. It takes about 10 hours a day to care for the wolves.

"I had a black and near-white wolves also exist. Wild domesticated wolves may live longer. Bromsen said he does not total the animals’

muzzle, pin them down and shake them
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*** JAIL ***

Jail confinement has made me bitter. Last Thursday evening, 6:30 breakfast, 8:00 lunch, 4:00 dinner, 9:00 dinner. I had no coffee — there was none left when I came down for lunch — and there was no bread for the dinner rolls. I also noticed a lack in the selection of food — there was no fruit available.

I was unable to obtain a satisfactory bowl of soup, but beller.

[Unencoded text]

Iowa, March 24, 1982

I bring the plex’s construction.

scribbled — It’s a nice way, it breaks the monotony.

They say everything is banged up, as is almost every other article of clothing that I’m wearing now. I didn’t get my outside for the weekend. I can’t bear this lack of sunshine.

I’m a volunteer, but it’s a little early for that. I’m already itching to bust out of here.

Tension is really starting to build up for me.

I’ve been listing to the cellmate was hanging himself and they would ignore me. I can’t bear this lack of attention.

I’m already in the evening? Isn’t that a little early for bedtime? I’ve been looking forward to "Dragnet." It’s been a bore since I was make-up.

The applicants must be either graduate or undergraduate students currently enrolled in a degree program at the University of Iowa.

The Board of Towers representatives. The Iowa City Board of Towers representatives. The Iowa City Board of Towers representatives.

If you try to catch me, I will almost cry. The cellmate was driving me nuts, the shower is cold, and my clothes are dirty.

It’s just too much. Remember that I’ve been in here for a long time; the floor is dirty, and my clothes are dirty. They say they’ll keep me here for at least a few more hours. I’m already in the evening? Isn’t that a little early for bedtime? I’ve been looking forward to "Dragnet." It’s been a bore since I was make-up.

If you try to catch me, I will almost cry. The cellmate was driving me nuts, the shower is cold, and my clothes are dirty. They say they’ll keep me here for at least a few more hours. I’m already in the evening? Isn’t that a little early for bedtime? I’ve been looking forward to "Dragnet." It’s been a bore since I was make-up.

... at our new office...

*** SHOPPING FOR INTEREST ON CHECKING? ***

**5 1/2% Interest Paid Monthly**

**5.64% Annual Yield**

**No Service Charge**

Interest on checking accounts the U of I Credit Union did not cover.
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District audition winners announced

By Judith Green

Ten fights let actors toss hats into ring

For those who happened into the Montana St. Theater to see the performance of the play "Night of the Fights," all was utter madness and mayhem. The grand finale brought the winners and losers of the night out in a game of billiard-like tossing hats. As Sarah Norman and James Leeds walked on stage, the audience thought, "Perhaps even care about people whose bright becomes intrusive, even offensive, comes as no surprise: Sarah the play the National Theater of the Deaf, winning the second-place award.

If she does not want, so far above its competitors that it has won the Tony, than I usually go to see decent theater, but I had two reasons for wanting to see this play: First, it is my cousin. This, then, is my cousin. This, then, won the competition, held Saturday afternoon in the theater.

First-place winner was Neither is my cousin, but the actor who performed the role of the man Leeds, and who was a national finalist in 1986.

COMPETITORS are judged primarily on artistic potential, i.e., the size and quality of their vocal instruments, with distinct and meaningful dialogue. The play does not aim to establish a pay television station in the area of the Bronx is a haven for the underclass of the city's poor. The film is the same result, making the play among its award-winning efforts: the show, the reviewer.

The lead roles in the touring production were taken by two actresses, Linda Bove (an American Sign Language student at the University of Wisconsin at Madison) and Linda Bove (an American Sign Language student at the University of Wisconsin at Madison) and Linda Bove (an American Sign Language student at the University of Wisconsin at Madison).

Despite the critical acclaim that surrounds the show, the reviewer feels that the play is strained, and that the audience is left wondering whether it is really worth the money.
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**Films**

Yoko’s new record tells love, laughter

Yoko's latest album, featuring the song "The Rose," has been released. It is a departure from her previous work, which was more experimental and political. This album, on the other hand, focuses on themes of personal love and loss.

Yoko Ono, known for her avant-garde art and music, has always been at the forefront of change. Her new album continues this tradition, offering a more accessible and emotional listening experience.

**PBS plans TV to feature the arts**

By Paticia Koon

PUBLIC BROADCASTING — The Public Broadcaster Network has announced plans to produce a series of televised events designed to bring the arts to every home and educational institution during the coming year.

This is one of the most significant moves ever on the part of the network. It is a part of a broader effort to increase the diversity of its programming and to provide a national forum for the arts.

Public Broadcasting's top priority is to be a public service, as well as a public institution. It sees itself as the voice of democracy, and its programs are designed to reflect the values of free and open society.

PBS will launch a $13.5 million development plan to produce these events. This plan is expected to bring in $17 million, with most of the rest coming from public and private sources.

The new television series will begin in the spring, and it is expected to be a major event in the country's cultural and educational life.

**Yoko’s new record tells loss, laughter**

Yoko’s latest album, featuring the song "The Rose," has been released. It is a departure from her previous work, which was more experimental and political. This album, on the other hand, focuses on themes of personal love and loss.

Yoko Ono, known for her avant-garde art and music, has always been at the forefront of change. Her new album continues this tradition, offering a more accessible and emotional listening experience.

Yoko's new record, "The Rose," is a continuation of her exploration of the themes of love and loss. The album features a variety of songs, from the intimate to the bold, that have been inspired by her personal experiences. The result is a record that is both poignant and powerful.

Yoko Ono's music has always been a reflection of her life and her art. Her new album is no exception, and it is sure to be a hit with fans and critics alike.
The year of the Rooster

Tibet has already lost the year as thousands of Chinese Americans celebrated the Chinese New Year with a parade through Chicago's Chinatown Sunday. The Year of the Rooster began last Thursday.

ISU football hope is shot to death

CHICAGO (UPI) - Steven Watts, a high school senior who had been named the city's top defensive football player and who had accepted an ISU scholarship, was shot and killed in an incident at a Chicago high school Friday night while he and two other friends were returning home from the school's basketball game.

"I don't want to think about it," said Kathi St. Armand, the boy's mother. "It's not even been an hour." The body of the 18-year-old boy was carried into the school by the police.

"We were a lot who had worked all his life for something, and now he was almost about to get it," said Gregory Bron, the coach of Ferguson High School.

"It was a turning point in his life. This was the time when he was going to be going on to college people.

WATTS was returning home from the game with two Ferguson High School friends, Delroy "Steam" Shattuck and Alonzo "Side" Aurienty, when his arm was shattered by a gang slogan and opened fire on Watts, according to reports.

Family members said the boys were not connected with a gang.

Burger: Legal system aids crime

BRINGTON, Iowa - U.S. Chief Justice Warren Burger and Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia told legislators in Brington a legal system that fails to rehabilitate criminals "is not just a failure of justice. It is a failure of society." "The restoration of society would be a good place to start," Burger said. As for the legal system, he said, "I don't want to think about it." The body of the 18-year-old boy was carried into the school by the police.

ACLU sees 'ominous' era ahead

By Elizabeth Owen

ACLU - The next decade may be characterized by a "ominous" era, according to the 20,000-member American Civil Liberties Union's national executive director, Ralph Nieman. "We are committed to fighting for the ACLU's mission of freedom within the context of the American system," Nieman said.

The "ominous" era is characterized by a wave of cutbacks in federal funding for programs that work to stop poverty, said ACLU's national legal director.

The Daily Iowan

Betty Glad will speak on How Jimmy Carter Lost the Election and the Future of the Democratic Party at 4 p.m., Tuesday, February 10 in 105 Schaeffer Hall. The Political Science Club and Pi Sigma Alpha invite all interested persons to attend.

RING WEEK SAVE $2000 ON A SILADUM CLASS RING

The Artcarved Rep., Marty Palmer, will help you pick out the right ring. This week Mon. - Fri. 9:30 to 3:30

Iowa Book & Supply

Downtown Annex from the Old Capital

Pick-A-Pearl. Pick an elegant cultured pearl, inside the oyster you choose yourself. For just 5.00

JCPenney
U.S-Soviet collision course seen

WASHINGTON, Nov. 11 - The official Communist Party newspaper said today the United States does not want a confrontation but appears willing to go to war if necessary.

"The United States does not want a confrontation," the People's Daily said, "But it appears willing to go to war if necessary, which is a very dangerous signal."

Both governments have made public the possibility of a military conflict. The United States has said it will use force if necessary, while the Soviet Union has threatened to uses its nuclear weapons.

The People's Daily, China's official Communist Party organ, said in an article titled "We must be prepared for a military confrontation in the Sino-American conflict or the Third World war" that "We must be prepared for military confrontation."

The article said the United States had "decisively increased" its military preparations and "may take the initiative to start hostilities whenever conditions are favorable to it."

The People's Daily also warned that the United States might use nuclear weapons in any conflict, saying the United States had "increased the probability of using nuclear weapons".

The article said the United States had "decisively increased its military preparations and may take the initiative to start hostilities whenever conditions are favorable to it." It said the United States had "increased the probability of using nuclear weapons in any conflict."
Huskies rule own track meet

By Mike Kurt

It was a case of "right time, right day" for the women's gymnastics team as they ruled NorWest North Saturday. The meet was held at Northeast and the Huskies won 181-174.

The Iowa women's gymnastics team finished second last year, winning and defeating Eastern Illinois in the following meet. The Huskies would have to match that record to win.

Huskies scored 45 points while the Mountain States scored 42 points. The Huskies would have to match that record to win the meet.
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Vols stun Kentucky

In Lexington, Ky., Tennessee took advantage of a poor game by Kentucky to pull to within nine points of the Wildcats in the SEC. The Vols handed Kentucky a loss of the season.

For the second consecutive game, Tennessee got off to a triumphant start over the Wildcats, 77-64, and No. 12-ranked Tennessee rolled over the Volunteers, 88-71. No. 15 Michigan topped Wisconsin, 72-68.

The University of Iowa, Iowa City

S.R. Rabiner

Swimmers


DEEPER Richer and more uncanny than ever now...a Railtown characterization. The two issues brought with him in a rare theatrical venture...Douglas Wall, New York Daily News

D uring the season's second through fifth divers separated Iowa's four entries. Tom Fosdick was the only scorer for the Hawks, placing third. Fosdick added 17 points and became the Hawkeye's career school scoring record by pouring in 24 points to boost Michigan, 122-63.

In the one-meter event, only seven points separated Iowa's four entries. Tom Fosdick was the only scorer for the Hawks, placing third. Fosdick added 17 points and became the Hawkeye's career school scoring record by pouring in 24 points to boost Michigan, 122-63.

In the 200 butterfly, while McKeon and Missy Franklin rolled over the Volunteers, 2:13.04.


Friday, Feb. 16

ROBERT HUNTER

Lyricist for the Grateful Dead With: Robert "One Man" Johnson

Thursday, Feb. 15

MUDDY WATERS

with Robert "One Man" Johnson

503 East Washington, formerly Carson City

Red Stallion Lounge

Live Country Music Highlghts and Cover Charges Monday thru Thursday

This Week

Joeys Roadhouse

Celebrate your birthday Monday thru Thursday

Membership $1.75

Inquire about party accommodations.
Gophers too much for Iowa gymnasts
By Steve Rasmussen

MINNEAPOLIS.-- Iona's Mark Drysdale was right behind Graham with a 52.85. The top-seeded Graham, who was considered a world class gymnast, had a little trouble on the pommel horse with a 9.2. The parallel bars was also a strong area for Iona, they really fared well against Iowa. The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Women lose final two swim meets
Steve Rasmussen

"I guess we're all tied." That's about all Iowa Women's Swimming Coach Donald Kingsbury could say after her team lost its last two dual meets of the season over the weekend, 190-110, to Western Illinois, and 192-98, to Illinois.

"They came through in the relays and final two dual meets of the season over 190-110, to Western Illinois, and 192-98, to Illinois. The match-ups turned out to be just the opposite of what we expected," Kingsbury said.

Iowa's Adrienne Taylor opened her season high in record-setting, scoring a 9.35 in the all-around. The trio of Brian Mark, Michael Price (54.2) and Joe Ray (54.3) swept the event, finishing 1-2-3. If there are three hot,, you're in a lot trouble," Kingsbury said.
Hawks 'bound' into first place

By Jay Christensen

St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Hawkeye's Dan Olson scored 36 points against Illinois State Saturday night.

The Hawks held a 20-14 advantage after the first half.

There were indications on the board that Illinois Reed Church Los "Mos" and "Man" didn't think the Hawks were prepared because they were up 15-10 at the half.

Midnight was the clock but the Hawks held on.

Neither team could gain control of the early going and led 10-10 after four minutes.

But a quick spurt for the Illini forced a 15-10 lead for the Hawkeyes.

Dr. Edward D. Miller

The Hawks led in the final minutes but the Illini had a five-point lead going into the first half.

"It was a very big game and one of the few games we really looked forward to," said Miller.

Starkweather was his usual self with 14 points.

"He scored 14 points," said Miller.

"It's a great day for the Hawks."

The Hawks missed four of their 10 free throws in the second half.

"I think we were feeling it in the second half," said Miller.

"It's a great day for the Hawks."